Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over the rational field. We consider the question: for which primes p is D isomorphic to the quasi-endomorphism algebra of a /?-local torsion free abelian group G whose rank is equal to the dimension of D? We show that D can be realized in this way for exactly those primes p such that Q p ® D is not a product of division algebras.
1. Introduction. The question "which finite dimensional algebras over the field of rationals Q can be realized as quasi-endomorphism algebras of finite rank torsion free groups?" was first posed in [3] . The answer "all such algebras" came two years later in [6] as a corollary to Corner's Theorem: If R is a reduced, torsion free ring with rank R -n< oc, then R is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a torsion free group G of rank In. Corner also showed that it is not always possible to realize such a ring by the endomorphisms of a group of rank less than In. However, in [12] Zassenhaus showed that if R is free as an abelian group, then the group G could be chosen to have rank n. Butler [5] showed that the same result is true under the weaker hypothesis that R is locally free. It follows from the theorems of Zassenhaus and Butler that every n dimensional rational algebra is the quasi-endomorphism algebra of a group G of rank n. This paper considers the question of what occurs when G is required to be /?-local, that is qG -G for all primes qφ p.
Problem. For a finite dimensional, rational divison algebra D find all primes p such that there is a pΛoodl group G with rank G -dimension D and with D isomorphic to the ring of quasi-endomorphisms of G.
Our main result is that such a group G exists for exactly those primes p such that Q p <8> D is not a product of division algebras. § §2, 3, and 4 of the paper set up some machinery that is used to construct groups with the required properties. The ideas described in these Sections are variations on standard themes, but for convenience, the proofs of the needed results are sketched. The main theorem is proved in §5.
This result permits us to restrict our attention to certain subgroups of D. It is convenient to introduce notation for this class. For each prime /?, denote by T p (D) the set of subgroups G of D such that (1) R(G) = {d G D I dG C G} is a full subring of A (2) G is/?-local, and (3) 1 G G.
In case G G 1^(2)) also satisfies QE(G) = A we will say that G p-realizes A and Z) is/^-realizable if it is/^-realized by some G.
The conditions (1), (2) , and (3) do not guarantee that every G in T p (D) satisfies QE{G) ~ D. However, condition (1) implies that QE(G) contains a sub algebra that is isomorphic to D.
It follows from this lemma (by dimension counting) that a group G in T p (D) will ^-realize Z) if and only if QE(G) = λ(Z>). It is this condition that we must satisfy. Usually, λ(D) will be identified with A so that our aim is to construct
The proof of the principal result in §5 is based on a familiar connection between the quasi-equality classes of groups in T p (D) and the left ideals of D. (See [4] and [8] .) For the reader's convenience we describe this correspondence and sketch the proofs of its properties.
For
Groups G and H such that QG = QH are quasi-equal if mG C H and mH C G for some natural number m. If G and H are quasi-equal, then QE(G) = QE(H). Thus, we can limit our attention to quasi-equality classes of groups.
Proof. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that mG CίίCG for some natural number m. In this case,
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 show that G -» L{G) induces a mapping from quasi-equality classes in T p (D) to left ideals of D. We will construct an inverse of this mapping.
Let S be a full Z p order in D: S is a full subring (with identity) of D that is finitely generated (hence free) as a
If S and 5' are full Z p orders in Z), then S and S" are quasi-equal because they are full and finitely generated. Consequently, (S + L) Π Z) is quasi-equal to (5' 4-L) Π Z); and up to quasi-equality, the definition of G(L) is independent of the choice of S. Proof. 
) is quasi-equal to G, it is sufficient to prove that G is quasi-equal to S + d((j). Indeed, D/G is a torsion group and G/G is torsion free, so that (G Π D)/G -0. the structure theory for finite rank torsion free Z p modules (see [7] ) implies that G -N θ d(G) y where N is a finitely generated Z p module. Since S is also finitely generated, it is clear that
More complete proofs of Theorem 2.6 can be found in [4] and [8] . The^-rank, dim F G/pG, of a group G E Γ^Z)) is related to the Q p dimension of L(G) in the following way.
Proof. Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.6, we havê
The statement of this proposition tacitly identifies E(D) with a subring of the g^-endomorphisms of D. We follow this custom in the remaining sections of the paper.
Routine
The domain of definition. In [11], Reid showed that the condition QE(G) = D, a division algebra, is satisfied if and only if G is strongly indecomposable and irreducible. When D is an algebraic number field, it was shown in [10] that G is strong indecomposable if and only if D is the smallest domain of definition for L(G).
DEFINITION. A left ideal L of D is defined over the subalgebra A of the algebra D (and A is a domain of definition for L) if there is a set {w, I / E /} C.A such that L = 2 iξΞί Du r THEOREM 3.1. If D
is a finite dimensional division algebra over Q and G GT p (D) 9 then QE(G) -D if and only if D is the smallest domain of definition for L{G).
Proof. Assume that there is a proper subalgebra A of D and a set 
are members of iV. Hence w' E TV and wGJV. This final contradiction completes the proof that L(G) is defined over ^4. It is useful to have a criterion for determining when D is the smallest domain of definition of a left ideal. The following simple result is sufficient for our needs.
Proof. By Theorems 2.6 and 3.1, it is sufficient to note that if L is defined over the subalgebra
so that x belongs to the center of D by hypothesis. Since D is a finite dimensional division algebra over ζ), so is A. Thus the Double Centralizer Theorem ( [9] , Theorem 12.6) yields the desired conclusion A -D. (In the notation of [9] 
To verify the hypothesis of Corollary 3. [9] , Proposition 12.4b). Thus, D ~ Aί r (C), where C is a central division algebra over F and r is a divisor of the degree n of D. If r -1, then D is a division algebra. Hence, we assume that r > 1. In this case, there exist matrix units {e tj \ 1 < /, y < r) C i3 with e /y e Λ/ = 0 iί j Φ k and £ /7 e y / -e,/. Moreover, i) contains a subalgebra that can be identified with the division algebra C. Consequently, C centralizes all of the matrix units e tJ and D = Θ 1 < / 7 < r C^/ y . For calculations it is often convenient to represent the elements of D as r by r matrices. Let w,, w 2 ,... ,u s be an F space basis of C, where s = (n/r) 2 , and w, = 1. This lemma is obvious because the elements e n and u k are finite linear combinations of the elements of D with coefficients in F.
Henceforth, let T, K, and B have the meanings that were attached to them in Lemma 4.2.
LEMMA 4.3. If X is a subset of F that is algebraically independent over K, then X is algebraically independent over K ® F D.
Proof. If /!,, μ 2 ,...,/x w are distinct monomials that are products of elements from X 9 then this sequence of elements is linearly independent over K by assumption. Let w lv ..,w m Gί® F ΰ be such that μ x w x + +μ w w m = 0. We can write w t -Σ* =1 OL^XJ with a tJ E K and Λ:,,. .. ,x k a linearly independent subset of D. Then Σjjμ^a^Xj = 0 implies Σ"L\ l*Ί<Xij -0 for 1 <y < k by a standard property of tensor products over fields. Thus, a tJ = 0 for all /, j 9 and w, = = w m -0. We can now prove the key lemma of this section. LEMMA 
If I <t<r, then there is a left ideal LofD such that (a) dim^L = tn 2 /r, and
Proof. Since F has infinite transcendence degree over i% there is a set X = {α /yΛ , E /| 1 < / < t, 1 <y < r -t, \ < k < s] that is algebraically independent over K. 
Realizing division algebras.
In this section we apply the machinery developed in § §2, 3, and 4 to determine for which primes p a central division algebra D of degree n over an algebraic number field F is /^-realizable. 
r(i) 2 9 so that n/r(i) is the degree of C, over F r DEFINITION. A set of positive integers {/, | 1 < / < k) is said to be applicable for i)^ provided that for each /, 0 < / ; < r(z), and for at least one /, 1 < ^ < r{i).
Note that this definition subsumes r(i) > 1 for some /. THEOREM 
If D is a central division algebra of degree n over an algebraic number field F and p is a prime^ then D is p-realizable if and only if D p is not a direct product of division algebras. In this case, if D p θ f=i M (/)(C/)
w *th r (0 -1 an d C t a division algebra, then for each applicable set of integers {t t \ 1 </</:} there is a p-local group G of rank dn 2 andp-rank
Proof. If D p = Cj + +C k is a product of division algebras, then the only left ideals of D p have the form L -Σ /G/ C /9 where / is some subset of {1,... ,/c}. By Lemma 4.1, each such L is defined over F, and D is not j^-realizable by Theorem 3.1.
The rest of the theorem is a consequence of Lemma 4.4, using the results of § §2 and 3 (explicitly, Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.7, and Corollary 3.3).
It is clear from Corollary 2.7 and (2) that every G E Γ (Z>) has/?-rank of the form Σf =1 d / / / w 2 / r (O f°Γ some applicable set of t r If t i = 0 or r(/) for each /, then L(G) is defined over F, so that G will not /?-realize Z> in these cases. Thus, the result on /7-ranks in the theorem is optimal.
REMARK. The proof of the theorem can be refined to show that for each admissible /?-rank, there are continuum many pairwise non-quasi-iso- 
and D p is a product of division algebras if and only if for each / < / < A:, 1 <y<r, F ι ® F D j is a division algebra (see [9] , Theorem 14.4 and Proposition 13. (D v ) is the Schur index of D v . In particular, D Ό is a division algebra if and only if the order of INV^Z^) is equal to the degree of D. By using this observation and some standard facts about local invariants (see [9] Chapter 18), we can deduce some interesting implications of Theorem 5.1.
Since INV υ (i3 t; ) is zero for almost all normalized valuations v (see [9] , Proposition 18.5), the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied for almost all primes p. Thus, Theorem 5.1 implies the following result. Proof. Let q and r be distinct primes not in Π such that in the ring / of integers in F, Jq and Jr are products of two or more distinct prime factors, say Jq -P ι P 2 , and Jr-Q X Q 2 ". Such primes exist by the Tchebotarev Density Theorem ( [9] , §18. (0) 9 ... ,v(m) . The order of ΐNV υ(i) (D v(i) ) is clearly n\ the order of INV vv (i3 vv ) divides n\ and the (multiplicative) order of all other local invariants divides n. Thus the degree of D is n. For division algebras with center Q, the situation is somewhat different. When n is not a prime power, then the construction in Corollary 5.4 can be modified to obtain the same result in the case F -Q. Similarly, if n = q e is a prime power and | Π | > 2, or if n = 2 and | Π | = 1, then the argument can be modified to produce a division algebra D with center Q such that Π is the set of primes at which D is not /?-realizable. Our final corollary shows that these restrictions on Π cannot be omitted. (D p ) has order n for at least two primes p if n > 2, and for at least one prime p if n -2. The corollary therefore follows from Theorem 5.1.
